
Teacher of Design Technology - 
Fashion & Textiles Specialism
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Thank you for your interest in the Fashion & Textiles vacancy at Uppingham
Community College. This is a fantastic opportunity to join a successful, happy and
aspirational school. At UCC we have an exceptionally talented group of professionals
who work in a positive, collegiate manner to provide our students with an
inspirational learning experience.  

Our key values as a school community are Respect, Honesty and Kindness.
Everything we do is based upon these simple core principles. We are committed to
the highest standards of education and have invested in staff, facilities and
resources to ensure all of our students acquire the knowledge and skills required to
succeed in an ever-changing world.

We offer a broad and balanced curriculum which meets the needs of each individual
and we continually focus on developing teaching and learning by focussing on
educational research and investing in staff development. As teachers, leaders and as
parents ourselves, we understand the importance of young people feeling safe and
happy at school. We work tremendously hard to ensure the environment at UCC is
welcoming, positive, safe and focussed on learning. We are relentlessly aspirational
for our students and we want them to achieve the highest possible standards of
academic excellence, alongside becoming amazing young adults.

As a school, we are very committed to developing our staff. I firmly believe that in
order for our young people to flourish we must invest in the development of our
staff so they can thrive professionally and provide an excellent education for our
students. We are determined to provide a working environment for our staff in
which workload is manageable, job satisfaction is high and where we are focussed
on the aspects of school life that make the biggest difference in the lives of our
young people.

We are a school that has excellent staff attendance and retention levels. 
 Consequently, our staff turnover is very low and recruitment opportunities are quite
rare. Therefore, this is an exciting opportunity to join a fantastic school, work within a
great team and teach a superb group of young people.

Uppingham Community College is a wonderful place to learn and to work! I look
forward to receiving your application.

Ben Solly
Principal

WELCOME FROM THE PRINCIPAL



THRIVING AT UCC
UCC is a great place to work, develop and grow. Our vision
as a school is simple:

Everyone at UCC thrives in their learning, achievement and
development. This applies to everyone in our school
community and therefore a central strategy for us is to
provide the conditions in which our staff can thrive in all
aspects of their role in school.

Considering this, we are serious about developing our staff
and investing in their professional development. The
approach we take is embodied by the following quote:

“Train your staff so they are able to leave, treat them so they
want to stay”.

UCC performance

The educational performance of UCC is very strong. Every
year we achieve outcomes for our students that are
significantly higher than the national averages. In 2018 and
2019, our Progress 8 scores classified us as ‘Above Average’,
meaning that our students made very good progress in their
education whilst at UCC. 

We are also equally proud of our inclusive ethos. We are
passionate about our core values and we are just as
focussed on our students becoming respectful, honest and
kind human beings as we are about the examination
outcomes they achieve. 

We are classified by Ofsted as a Good school. However, we
are not motivated by the inspection framework, nor are we
overly focussed on the accountability measures for schools.
Instead, we work incredibly hard at building a strong team
ethos, setting our expectations extremely high with our
challenging curriculum, teaching students really well and
caring for them in a compassionate manner. We believe if
each of these areas are delivered to a consistently high
standard then the outcomes our students achieve will be
superb. 
 



NATIONAL
RECOGNITION
Due to our exceptional delivery of the national Embedding Formative
Assessment (EFA) programme, we were awarded Ambassador School
status by the SSAT in 2019. This means other schools will learn from the
way we develop the knowledge and skills of our teachers.

The SSAT have also recognised UCC as a high achieving school in 2018,
placing us in the top 20% of all schools nationally for student
attainment.



Only two staff briefings (Monday and Friday)
Five-minute movement time between lessons to provide teachers with
opportunities to set up lessons or take a comfort break.
Finish time of 3:10pm gives staff more time in the afternoon

Centralised detentions to protect break, lunch and after school time for
teachers
Embedded Curriculum Time to enable teachers to collaborate on learning
resources and curriculum planning
GO 4 Schools used to centralise markbooks, data analysis and seating plans
Behaviour For Learning system that supports teachers in delivering the
curriculum without disruption
Feedback for Learning policy – teachers are trusted to decide how and when to
provide feedback to maximise learning
Only 3 data capture points per year

UCC philosophy on workload and wellbeing

We believe that our staff should only take on activities or tasks that lead to
improved opportunities or outcomes for our students. As a school, we want to
guard against taking on additional workload that deviates from this principle. 

We want to create the conditions in which all staff can genuinely thrive; ensuring we
have sensible working practices in school is fundamental to this. We believe that
careful consideration of staff workload and wellbeing creates high levels of
discretionary effort, which is crucial to our success. 

Below are a number of strategies we employ to enable everyone at UCC to thrive:
 
The school day:

 
Teaching and learning

 

WORKLOAD &
WELLBEING



No lengthy written reports – centralised learning targets created in
departments
No judgements on individual teachers 
Developmental Lesson Observations are completed twice a year and adopt a
coaching approach to becoming incrementally more effective
No written lesson plans of any kind are required
Teachers are not used for cover

At least two training days are disaggregated each year
Opportunities for choice in direction of training are maximised
Opportunities to learn from colleagues within a supportive environment 
Personal Improvement Planning instead of Performance Management – no data
targets, only strategies to become more effective teachers, leaders and team
members
Dedicated time to plan curriculum resources with colleagues is built
into the calendar at regular intervals
All staff have access to an external professional leadership coach

Meetings finish at 4:15pm latest
Emails are not expected to be accessed or answered outside of working
hours – this is reinforced through the school email signature
UCC data manager produces data in user friendly formats to avoid
leaders and teachers manipulating spreadsheets
Office 365 used innovatively to enhance online collaboration and reduce
the number of meetings
1265 directed time calculation is significantly under the maximum
allocation
One 15 minute break time duty per week for teachers
Staff are given flexibility with part time requests, leave of absence
and managing family/life commitments

Teaching and Learning continued...

Training

 
Other

WORKLOAD &
WELLBEING



UCC Vision: Everyone at UCC thrives in their
learning, achievement and development.



OUR OFFER TO STAFF
TRAIN YOUR STAFF SO THEY ARE ABLE TO LEAVE, TREAT THEM SO 

 THEY WANT TO STAY
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DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
AT UCC

At Uppingham Community College the Design & Technology and Art department is
highly regarded and has gained recognition at national level. The legacy of the school's
technology status has been carefully nurtured and developed throughout the years and
continues to adapt, progress and change. The department is a dynamic, successful and
well-equipped curriculum area that is popular with all students.

The Design & Technology and Art department is currently staffed by 6 specialist
teaching staff, 3 technicians and 1 designated department teaching assistant.

At KS3 Design & Technology is taught to all students through 5 specialist disciplines:
Multi-materials workshop, Food & Nutrition, Fashion & Textiles, Graphics & CAD and Art
& Design. All students rotate through each area throughout the year. The rotation is for
7-8 weeks and consists of 1 double lesson (2 hours), every week. Class sizes in KS3 are
set at a maximum of 19 students. 

All students follow an engaging, challenging and practical curriculum which aims to
inspire all learners. The curriculum has been designed to enable students to develop
creative, technical and practical expertise through a variety of different contexts and
disciplines.

At KS4 the department offers all students the opportunity to opt for a variety of
different GCSEs. AQA Design & Technology, AQA Art & Design, WJEC Food & Nutrition
and BTEC Art & Design Practice. The department consistently has high levels of
students opting to take one of these qualifications.

AQA GCSE Design & Technology (New Specification)
2019 Grade 4+ 85.1% Grade 5+ 75.7% Grade 7+ 20.3% (74 Students)
2020 Calculated Grades Grade 4+ 85.2% Grade 5+ 73.8% Grade 7+ 27.9% (61
students)
2021 Teacher assessed Grades Grade 4+ 89.1% Grade 5+ 72.7% Grade 7+ 30.9% (55
students)

Attainment is high in all departmental areas, with Design & Technology
consistently achieving 15-20% above the national average.



DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
AT UCC

Design & Technology and Art is taught across two floors, in spacious specialist
classrooms with excellent facilities, including a range of specialist equipment in each
area. 

The textiles area is a large, well-equipped classroom situated on the first floor with
glazing on both sides of the room that fills the space with natural light. This great area is
equipped with 12 Bernina sewing machines, Brother computer embroidery machines,
dye sublimation printing, a heat press, large fabric materials store and personal office.
The recent installation of a 40" digital touch screen has enhanced lesson delivery and
presentations, as well as enabled real world manufacturing to be viewed in high
definition. 

The department aims to present Design & Technology and Art as a highly creative,
practical subject where all learners can succeed and are successful. A high emphasis is
placed on technical and practical expertise, applying a repertoire of knowledge and
understanding in order to design and make high quality prototypes and products for a
wide range of users.

The Design & Technology and Art staff work as a close-knit team with great comradery,
commitment and consistency. Relationships within the team are excellent and each
member's contributions are equally valued. This relaxed and purposeful atmosphere
communicates itself to students working in the department.


